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Confluent says it has the first cloud-native Kafka streaming platform [3]

Open-source unicorn Confluent Inc. is ready to go head-to-head with cloud computing giants
with the release of a cloud-native and fully managed service based upon the Apache Kafka
streaming platform.

For open source vs. proprietary, AWS might have it both ways [4] [Ed: Mac Asay, Adobe, proponent of calling proprietary
"open". IDG has just received money from Adobe (?BrandPost Sponsored by Adobe?) and Asay is now publishing articles
owing to his employer paying the media. He?s is some kind of editor at InfoWorld (IDG). So the corporations basically buy
?journalism? (their staff as editors) at IDG.]

Why Open Source Should Remain Open [5]

On one hand, the validation that comes along with major tech players offering open source
fuels growth in the software. On the other, it also changes the platform from one that?s always
been free and available to one that is only available with limitations and has red tape all
around it. As some of these companies join in the open source community, they?re losing sight

of the original goal and community. Instead, they are building artificial walls and shutting
down many parts of what makes open source open. This isn?t a unique occurrence, it?s
happening more and more frequently and is something that will completely rearrange the core
of open source as we know it.

BREAKING: OnePlus 7 Pro root achieved on global and Indian variants, kernel source codes released[6]

OnePlus phones are known for their developer friendliness as well as strong aftermarket
development community. The Chinese OEM prefers to mandate GPL and push kernel source
codes in a timely manner, which is a godsend compared to most of their competitors.

OnePlus 7 / 7 Pro kernel source code is now out, expect custom ROMs soon [7]

OnePlus announced the most-awaited OnePlus 7 and OnePlus 7 Pro last week. Both the
smartphones are already on sale and can be bought in all the countries they are available. Even
the OnePlus 7 Pro received its maiden update which brings April security patch and more. As
usual, the kernel source for the OnePlus 7 series is now out too in a timely manner. Thus, users
can expect custom ROMS sooner than later.
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